Abstract. This paper applies the refined increasing difference property to XOR-based MDS codes and obtains a lower storage complexity for distributed storage nodes. For a message of kL bits stored in n distinct storage nodes, a data collector connects any k out of the n storage nodes to recover the message. In this scheme, there is no transmission overhead, that is the bits transmitted to the data collector is exactly the bit number of the message. In addition, the recovery algorithm is within XOR operations so that the decoding complexity is low. But we need less storage than previous scheme.
I. Introduction
In a distributed storage system, a data file is divided into k blocks with each containing L bits, then are encoded and stored in n distinct nodes. A data collector (called DC for short) can access any part of the nodes and the packets are transmitted to the DC so that DC can recover the message. The definition of MDS codes follows that of [1] , that is it is called MDS codes when the DC can recover the source message if it accesses any k out of n nodes.
The first well-known MDS codes is Reed-Solomon code, which is called RS code [2] . RS code is constructed using finite field, and the decoding needs finite filed multiplication, which is of high complexity. The high complexity limits its application. So MDS codes within simple operations have been under consideration. Paper [3] - [9] proposed some MDS codes that can correct some fixed number such as one, two, or three node failures. The first XOR-based MDS code that can correct any node failure was proposed by Sung et al. in [10] . This construction was derived from the finite filed construction of RS codes. They also proposed a decoding algorithm which is called ZigZag decoding using just bit shift and XOR operations. The encoding and decoding are within shift and XOR operations and hence, it is of much lower complexity. The decoding complexity is O k2L , which is the complexity bound from the view of information theory using this encoding scheme. Due to the shift operations, the bits stored in each node is more than L. In addition, the bits transmitted to the DC from each node is also more than L using this scheme, so the MDS property does not hold. Then Fu et al. improved this work by eliminating the overhead [1] . They proved that if the generator matrix satisfies the increasing-difference property, then the overhead-free in-place recovery scheme can work [1] . The most well know generator matrix that satisfies the increasing difference property is the Vanermonde matrix. Then this property was applied to XOR-based regenerating codes [11] .
This paper considers the XOR-based storage codes proposed in [10] due to the low encoding complexity. We combine the refined increasing difference property proposed in [11] and overhead-free in-place recovery scheme proposed in [1] together and apply the refined increasing difference property in XOR-based storage codes. Our scheme includes all the characteristics in [1] and we can obtain a lower storage complexity. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the distributes storage system will be introduced. In Section III, our recovery scheme will be illustrated. Specifically, Section III-A and Section III-B introduce the transmission stage and the decoding stage in the recovery scheme, respectively. Finally, in Section IV, we summarize the paper.
II. System Description
The encoding scheme of the distributed storage system in this paper follows that of [1] , [10] , [11] . Then these blocks of message are encoded into packets, , by multiply the generator matrix with the source blocks, i.e.,
. Specifically, to generate ( ), shift bits to the right and padding zero bits and zero bits to the leftmost and the rightmost of ( ), respectively, which results in a sequence of bits of length denoted by ， where is an m-dimensional row vector whose elements are all zero. Then is formed by There are n nodes, indexed by , in the distributed storage system. The -th coded packet is stored in node ( ). So the total storage complexity for node is .
III. Recovery Scheme
This section gives our scheme to recover the message from arbitrary nodes. This scheme consists of two stages, namely, the transmission stage and the decoding stage.
A. Transmission Stage
The transmission stage follows that of [1] . Suppose that the DC connects k out of n nodes. Now DC needs to recover the original message from the coded packets stored in these k nodes. First, the indices of the nodes connecting to DC are sorted in descending order, so that ( ). This operation can be executed in DC. Then node that its index is the -th largest one among those nodes. Then node transmits bits of the packet from the th bit to the th bit, to DC. Then DC stores the bits in . Transmission bandwidth: Each node needs to transmit bits exactly, so the total number of bits to transmit to DC is , which is equal to the number of the message bits.
B. Decoding Stage
After each of the selected k nodes transmits bits of its packet to DC, DC uses an in-place decoding algorithm to recover the message from . The detail of this algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1 of [1] . Differently from the ZigZag decoding in [10] , there is no copy of the original data. We use a vector to record the number of decoded bits in . It means bits of have been decoded. Specifically, when , the bits have been exactly equal to . When , all blocks have been decoded and hence, the decoding algorithm can stop, which is shown in Line 2. In the initialization step, all entries in are set to zero for that there is no any decoded bit. During the iterations, each entry in increases gradually to . Finally, all entries in become , which means that the message has been fully recovered. So the blocks are decoded one by one, is the -th decoded block.
The decoding algorithm consists of two aspects, of which the first is to free one more bit in and the second is to eliminate the superposed bits. For each iteration of the for loop in Line 3, DC judges whether has been fully recovered. If , the has been fully recovered, and no further operations are needed. Otherwise ( ), the two aspects are involved and DC tries to decode the bit and eliminate from other packets. Let be the current value of . When and DC can increase from to because the first bit of is the first bit of . When , all the other bits except superposed on this bit have been eliminated, so the bit has become the original message bit , so DC increases from to to record the successful recovery of the bit . Then DC executes the second aspect to eliminate the recovered bit from . According to the encoding scheme, is superposed on . Note that node transmits ranging from to . Therefore, when , is involved in generating . Line 8 eliminates these superposed bits according to the superposition scheme.
Algorithm 1 can be verified by the following illustration. During the execution of the decoding, increase in the following way: At the first several iterations, only increases because . After becomes , begins to increase in the same pace with . From then on, is kept to be until l1 reaches L and stops increasing. Similarly, for any , begins to increase when becomes , and is kept to be until reaches . Finally, all entries in end up in . So is the -th decoded block.
Normally, for any snapshot of the decoding process, . Therefore, we have at any time. When becomes , , the stored block have been the message blocks, i.e., Algorithm 1 can be verified by modifying the proof in [1] . For more detail of Algorithm 1, you can refer to [1] .s
C. Complexity Analysis
Space Complexity: In this algorithm, the only auxiliary space needed is the vector to record the currently decoded bits. So the space complexity is bits. Time Complexity: Due to the complexity analysis in [1] , the time complexity of our scheme is .
D. Comparison with Previous Recovery Scheme

1)
Comparison with Scheme in [10] : Our scheme can guarantee the overhead-free property, that is the bits transmitted to the DC are exactly , which is optimal in information theory. In addition, we need much less auxiliary space for recovery, which is while it is in [10] . 2) Comparison with Scheme in [1] : The number of bits stored in node is while it is in [1] . So the storage complexity is lower than that of [1] .
IV. Conclusion
This paper applies the refined increasing-difference property in XOR-based MDS codes. Lower storage complexity can be obtained using this new construction. In addition, the overhead-free in-place recovery scheme can be applied using this construction.
